Susceptibility to basal cell carcinoma is associated with high dermal mast cell prevalence in non-sun-exposed skin for an Australian populations.
In a Danish population, basal cell carcinoma (BCC) patients have a higher dermal mast cell prevalence in buttock skin than controls. This finding was supported by a functional link in mice between histamine-staining dermal mast cells and the extent of susceptibility to UV-B-induced systemic immunomodulation. It was important to confirm that this association was maintained in an Australian population with very different ancestry and sun exposure patterns. Australian BCC patients (n = 26) had significantly higher densities of mast cells in the dermis of buttock skin than control subjects (n = 25) (P = 0.0003, Mann-Whitney U-test). However, this correlation was lost at the sun-exposed site of the hand (P = 0.547, Mann-Whitney U-test). To further evaluate whether a relationship exists between dermal mast cell prevalence in sun-exposed skin and incidence of BCC in a larger study, biopsies of dorsal hand skin were obtained from an age-stratified random sample of 166 Queensland subjects, together with the 51 South Australian subjects, and dermal mast cell prevalence was quantified. Older subjects (over the median age of 42 years) had a greater incidence of BCC development (P = 0.0001, chi-square test) and significantly higher mast cell densities in hand skin (P = 0.0001, chi-square test) than younger subjects. However, mast cell density in sun-exposed hand skin was not significantly associated with BCC incidence. Finally, cellular expression of c-kit correlated with mast cell prevalence in non-sun-exposed skin, thereby implicating the stem cell factor-c-kit axis in the intrinsic mechanisms that regulate prevalence. These results show that high prevalence of dermal mast cells in buttock skin but not hand is associated with BCC development in an Australian population.